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[1] The Cross-track Infrared Sounder (CrIS) is a spaceborne Fourier transform spectrometer
(FTS) that was launched into orbit on 28 October 2011 onboard the Suomi National
Polar-orbiting Partnership satellite. CrIS is a sophisticated sounding sensor that accurately
measures upwelling infrared radiance at high spectral resolution. Data obtained from this
sensor are used for atmospheric profiles retrieval and assimilation by numerical weather
prediction models. Optimum vertical sounding resolution is achieved with high spectral
resolution and multiple spectral channels; however, this can lead to increased noise. The CrIS
instrument is designed to overcome this problem. Noise Equivalent Differential Radiance
(NEdN) is one of the key parameters of the Sensor Data Record product. The CrIS on-orbit
NEdN surpasses mission requirements with margin and has comparable or better performance
when compared to heritage hyperspectral sensors currently on orbit. This paper describes CrIS
noise performance through the characterization of the sensor’s NEdN and compares it to
calibration data obtained during ground test. In addition, since FTS sensors can be affected by
vibration that leads to spectrally correlated noise on top of the random noise inherent to
infrared detectors, this paper also characterizes the CrIS NEdN with respect to the correlated
noise contribution to the total NEdN. Lastly, the noise estimated from the imaginary part of
the complex FTS spectra is extremely useful to assess and monitor in-flight FTS sensor health.
Preliminary results on the imaginary spectra noise analysis are also presented.
Citation: Zavyalov, V., et al. (2013), Noise performance of the CrIS instrument, J. Geophys. Res. Atmos., 118,
13,108–13,120, doi:10.1002/2013JD020457.
1. Introduction
[2] The first Joint Polar Satellite System (JPSS) suite of
atmospheric instruments was launched into orbit on 28
October 2011 onboard the Suomi NPP (National Polar-
orbiting Partnership, previously called National Polar-orbiting
Operational Environmental Satellite System Preparatory
Project) satellite. One of the instruments aboard JPSS is the
Cross-track Infrared Sounder (CrIS), which is part of the
Cross-track Infrared/Microwave Sounding Suite. CrIS is a
sophisticated sounding sensor that accurately measures up-
welling infrared radiance at very high spectral resolution
[Glumb and Jordan, 2000; Glumb et al., 2002]. The CrIS
observations data are delivered to the users in the form of the
Raw Data Record, Sensor Data Record (SDR), and
Environmental Data Record (EDR) [Han et al., 2013]. The
science heritage for CrIS was derived from the Atmospheric
Infrared Radiation Sounder (AIRS) on the NASA EOS Aqua
satellite [Aumann et al., 2003] and Infrared Atmospheric
Sounding Interferometer (IASI) on the European Metop
platform [Klaes et al., 2007].
[3] In-flight performance and absolute accuracy of any
sounding instrument is based on the basic design, ground-
based calibration, and in-flight refinement of the calibration
parameters. Instrument noise is a key performance parameter
for mission success defining the lowest margin and quality of
the measured radiances. Contemporary retrieval algorithms
and numerical weather prediction (NWP) assimilation models
use the radiance data from many spectral channels to retrieve
atmospheric thermodynamic features with high vertical spa-
tial resolution [Smith et al., 2009, 2012; Barnet et al., 2000].
High spectral resolution, many spectral channels, and low
noise all serve to optimize the vertical resolving power of
the sounding measurements. However, simply increasing
the spectral resolution and number of channels in a sound-
ing sensor degrade the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) of each
spectral channel. Therefore, reducing instrument noise is
also important in realizing the benefits of a finer sounding
sensor channelization to improve vertical resolution and
absolute accuracy of soundings.
[4] Sensors that use a Fourier transform spectrometer
(FTS) are usually affected by sampling errors, known as
“Optical Path Difference (OPD) sampling jitters” which
modify the desired positions of the interferometer moving
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mirror along its scanning axis [Zachor, 1977]. These
sampling errors may originate from mirror scanning speed
variations in combination with stability of the optical compo-
nents, electronic time delays, etc. An OPD sampling jitter
leads to an interferogram signal distortion that increases total
instrument noise, which in this case, is spectrally correlated
over the whole spectral band. The increased spectral cor-
relation of the noise could reduce information content and
increase EDR retrieval and SDR assimilation errors if not
properly accounted for [Barnet et al., 2000]. OPD sampling
jitter caused by vibration susceptibility of the FTS instrument
can lead to a very complicated and variable spectral correlation
that can be difficult and sometimes impossible to take into
account. In the JPSS CrIS program, special consideration
and attention has been given to the instrument design and cha-
racterization of the total Noise Equivalent Differential
Radiance (NEdN) to reduce and eliminate any possible
sources of the spectrally correlated noise.
[5] This paper describes preflight and in-flight instrument
noise performance with special attention to the spectrally
correlated noise. The required accuracy of the instrument
demands identifying and characterizing the noise including
random and spectrally correlated error sources to lower the
risk of poor instrument performance. For the JPSS project
the CrIS instrument noise is characterized by the Noise
Equivalent Differential Radiance (NEdN) which is an analog
of Noise Equivalent Spectral Radiance [Tobin et al., 2006].
The operational SDR algorithm computes and reports
NEdN for each field of view (FOV) using the 30 radio-
metrically calibrated internal calibration target (ICT) spectra
within the 4min moving window. NEdN is further averaged
over 17 adjacent spectral bins to smooth the reported NEdN
product for each FOV.
2. CrIS Instrument and Error Sources
[6] The CrIS instrument was designed, integrated, and
tested by ITT Exelis. Overall infrared detection sensitivity is
considerably better than similar types of hyperspectral instru-
ments, particularly in the critical longwave infrared (LWIR)
band, due to the large CrIS aperture and the use of photovoltaic
(PV) detectors [Glumb et al., 2002]. Significant efforts during
the instrument design and build phases were dedicated to the
reduction and optimization of the total instrument radiometric
errors and noise.
2.1. CrIS Instrument Overview
[7] CrIS is an FTS instrument with three spectral bands
covering shortwave (SWIR), midwave (MWIR), and longwave
(LWIR) infrared spectral bands from 2550 to 650 cm1 (3.9 to
15.4μm), each with a 3× 3 array of circular sensing apertures at
the focal plane forming nine field of views (FOV) of the ins-
trument. The CrIS instrument has a number of design features
that allow it to achieve high performance in a relatively
small volume.
[8] The heart of the CrIS sensor is the interferometer,
which was supplied by ABB Bomem. This module converts
the incoming scene radiance into modulated interference pat-
terns, which are then detected by the focal plane detectors.
Extraneous modulations due to any jitter of the interfero-
meter optical alignment must be minimized since this can
produce signal distortion noise that degrades NEdN. The
CrIS interferometer minimizes this noise source using dy-
namic optical alignment during the interferogram collection.
A laser metrology is combined with multiple and spatially
separated detections of the metrology wavefront error in
two orthogonal axes of the interferometer to determine
the moving mirror misalignment in real time. Alignment
is actively restored using a servo feedback loop, which
drives NEdN degradation caused by tilt to a negligible
level. Additionally, a passive vibration-isolation system
was integrated to enable CrIS to operate on the spacecraft
with relatively high level of disturbances.
[9] A deep-cavity internal calibration target (ICT) and Deep
Space (DS) view are used for radiometric calibration for
improved accuracy. Spectral calibration is achieved using a
combination of metrology laser at a wavelength of 1.55μm
and a reference neon lamp source for periodical calibration
of the metrology laser. Spectral resolutions of the LWIR,
MWIR, and SWIR spectral bands are 0.625 cm1,
1.25 cm1, and 2.5 cm1, respectively. CrIS has the capa-
bility to deliver 0.625 cm1 spectral resolution in all three
bands, and the NPP program will be archiving this full-
resolution data.
[10] A critical CrIS design selection was the use of PV
detectors in all three spectral bands. PV detectors have higher
sensitivity and improved nonlinearity (NL) compared to
photoconductive detectors. It was found that using the
PV HgCdTe technology at all CrIS wavelengths was feasible
but only if the detector temperature for the LWIR band could
be kept below 85K. Above this temperature, the PV detec-
tors experience a large increase in noise level. Using passive
cooling, CrIS was designed to meet this temperature require-
ment. The CrIS focal plane array assemblies were selected
using module level measurements to minimize NL and noise
[Masterjohn et al., 2003].
2.2. NEdN Modeling
[11] An important step in the design phase of the mission
was to estimate and optimize the CrIS instrument noise per-
formance. The required accuracy of the instrument demands
identifying and characterizing the noise and error sources to
lower the risk of poor instrument performance. ITT Exelis
developed the CrIS NEdN model to predict system level
performance based on relevant component data for each sub-
assembly [Schwantes et al., 2002]. This includes geometrical
and spectral characteristics of the optics, responsivity of the
detectors, and electrical characteristics of the analog and
digital electronics. Over the lifetime of the program, the
model has been refined to incorporate the most influential
noise contributions, with the goal of being able to approach
theoretical performance limits.
[12] The on-orbit NEdN model predicts the total noise
based on all the contributions listed below. These can be
grouped into two categories, those directly involved with
converting photons to a digital signal (1–7) and those that
cause distortions of the interferogram (8–14). Many of the
noises within the second category may also contribute to
the correlated noise (9 and 11–14). As an aside, tilt-induced
OPD sample jitter may also contribute to both the correlated
and uncorrelated noise, though not at the vibration levels
experienced on orbit. This effect, which was observed under
high vibration conditions during preflight testing, results
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from the error in the OPD sampling for off-axis detectors due
to changes of OPD caused by mirror misalignment relative to
center detector.
[13] 1. Scene shot—noise arising from the discrete nature
of the scene radiance.
[14] 2. Background shot—noise arising from the discrete
nature of the thermal emission from the optics.
[15] 3. Dark shot—noise arising from the discrete nature
of the detector dark current.
[16] 4. Johnson—noise caused by thermal agitation in the
detector and readout circuitry.
[17] 5. Electronics—noise attributable to electronic
components between the detector’s readout circuitry and
the analog-to-digital (A/D) converter.
[18] 6. 1/f—noise with a 1/f frequency spectrum.
[19] 7. A/D quantization—noise caused by digitization in
the A/D converter.
[20] 8. Metrology SNR—noise in the zero-crossings
detection process can result in OPD sampling errors.
[21] 9. Metrology-to-IR delay mismatch—noise caused
by post detection electronic delay mismatch of the metrology
and IR signals when mirror velocity changes.
[22] 10. Metrology delay quantization—noise resulting from
an additional quantization delay error on the metrology signal
that occurs when tuning the metrology-to-IR delay match.
[23] 11. Metrology delay slope—delay variation of the
metrology sampling signal after passing through a filter with
nonflat delay versus frequency response due to speed varia-
tion of the moving mirror.
[24] 12. IR signal delay slope—distortion in the phase of the
IR signal after passing through a filter with nonflat delay versus
frequency response when the moving mirror speed changes.
[25] 13. IR signal gain slope—distortion in the amplitude
of the IR signal after passing through a filter with nonflat
frequency response when the moving mirror speed changes.
[26] 14. Tilt—any misalignment between the porch swing
moving mirror and the dynamic alignment mirror will result
in an unwanted modulation of the magnitude of the IR signal
and contribute to the noise.
[27] The total modeled noise for CrIS on Suomi NPP
(SNPP), along with all modeled noise contributions, is com-
pared to specification and the SNPP on-orbit performance in
Figure 1. As shown, the modeled LWIR and SWIR NEdNs
are conservative, while the modeled MWIR NEdN is very
close at longer wavelengths and tends to undershoot at
shorter wavelengths. Observe that the most dominant noise
contributions differ significantly across the bands. The 1/f
noise is the most dominant in the LWIR band, less influential
in the MWIR band, and negligible in the SWIR band. In the
MWIR and SWIR bands, both background shot noise and
noise due to the IR signal delay slope are the most dominant.
Note that the spectrally correlated noise has negligible contri-
bution to the preflight and in-flight instrument noise perfor-
mance discussed later. Spectrally correlated noise was
detected only under externally induced vibration. This means
that the instrument noise model slightly overestimates inter-
ferometric noise, so background shot noise alone should ac-
tually be the most dominant contributor in both the MWIR
and SWIR spectral bands.
3. Preflight CrIS Noise Performance
[28] The CrIS instrument was subjected to rigorous ground
thermal vacuum (TVAC) testing to assess and optimize overall
instrument performance under simulated nominal and extreme
mission conditions. This test program was also designed
to evaluate and extract initial radiometric, spectral, and
geolocation calibration parameters/coefficients, which were
then updated during in-flight calibration/validation (Cal/Val)
activities [Han et al., 2013; Tobin et al., 2013]. Additionally,
the CrIS sensor was subjected to the TVAC test after being
integrated to the spacecraft.
[29] This section discusses the results of these ground tests,
with an emphasis on the noise performance. Total instrument
Figure 1. Comparison of modeled CrIS instrument noise (1–15) to both the spec (16) and the measured
SNPP on-orbit performance (17).
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noise (NEdN) is estimated as the standard deviation of the
measured spectral radiance in a given wave number bin over
a set of acquired blackbody samples and expressed in
standard units of mW/m2/sr/cm1. During ground tests, three
calibration blackbody targets were available for NEdN
estimation, including ICT and DS calibration targets, and
an External Calibration Target (ECT).
3.1. PCA Approach for Spectrally Correlated
Noise Characterization
[30] Noise of a high-resolution spectral instrument can be ei-
ther correlated or random (uncorrelated) in the spectral domain.
The spectrally correlated noise can be found in FTS instruments
when the vibration-induced errors caused by uncompensated
Michelson mirror tilt and sampling jitter are present. The spec-
trally correlated noise component of the NEdN was estimated
for the CrIS instrument using a principal component analysis
(PCA) approach that was developed for the JPSS program. A
detailed description of the PCA for noise estimation using a
set of blackbody spectra is presented in Zavyalov et al. [2011].
[31] The total blackbody spectra noise variance can be
represented as a sum of random and spectrally correlated
noise components:
NEdN2t ¼ NEdN2r þ NEdN2c : (1)
[32] The total instrument noise, NEdNt, is estimated as the
standard deviation of the measured spectral radiance in a
given spectral channel over a set of acquired blackbody
samples. A statistically representative set of ECT, ICT, or
DS interferograms is collected and then radiometrically and
spectrally calibrated using a standard SDR algorithm. The
random noise component, NEdNr, is estimated by applying
a standard PCA technique to the same data set. A minimum
of M ~ 150 blackbody spectra is required for accurate
NEdN analysis (typicallyM = 150-900). The PCA procedure
of random noise estimation includes several steps outlined in
Antonelli et al. [2004] and detailed in Zavyalov et al. [2011]
specifically for the set of blackbody spectra. The main idea of
this procedure is to filter out random noise from the
reconstructed signal selecting an optimal number of principal
components (PC). Random noise filtered out after recon-
struction of the original data can be estimated as the standard
deviation of the residual errors between the original (Robs)
and reconstructed data (Rrec):
NEdNr νið Þ ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
1
M  1 ∑
M
J¼1
Rrecij  Robsij
 2
:
s
(2)
[33] Knowing the total noise and its random component,
the correlated noise component, NEdNc, can be easily esti-
mated according to equation (1). In our experience, only
one PC needs to be retained to reconstruct typical blackbody
spectra when random noise is dominant or comparable with
spectrally correlated noise. More PCs (typically two to four)
are needed for optimal reconstruction of the observed black-
body spectra when spectrally correlated noise dominates.
Earth scene (ES) radiances are more complicated due to spec-
tral correlation induced by the atmospheric constituents, and
a larger number of PCs are retained to estimate the random
noise component. Typically 30–60 PCs are needed for accu-
rate noise estimation depending on the ES variability and
number of instrument spectral channels.
[34] The main advantage of the PCA approach for random
noise estimation is that it captures spectral correlation over
the whole spectral band while the alternative approaches
capture only the correlation within the specified spectral
window as discussed in Zavyalov et al. [2011].
3.2. Dynamic Interaction Test
[35] A Dynamic Interaction test was performed in the
vacuum during the prelaunch ground testing for the purpose
of characterizing the impact of vibration on the CrIS noise
performance. During this test, the CrIS vibration-isolation
system was not installed and external vibrations were
injected into the instrument frame in three directions. The
vibration level was measured by several accelerometers
installed onto the frame. An initial sweep over disturbance
frequencies from 10 to 1000Hz was performed to determine
what frequencies CrIS was most sensitive. For the most sen-
sitive frequencies of interest, several vibration acceleration
levels were then tested peaking from 1103 to 25103 of
the Earth’s gravity (g0).
Figure 2. Correlated (red) and random noise (green) contribution to the total NEdN (blue) estimated from
the ECT spectra acquired during dynamic interaction test for center FOV5 in MWIR spectral band. (a)
Baseline NEdN is compared with (b) NEdN estimated for an external vibration of 5103 g0 injected along
the Y axis at 158Hz. Black line is a spec NEdN value.
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[36] The analysis of the dynamic interaction data allowed
the CrIS team to understand instrument performance in the
vibration environment and understand the signature of vibra-
tion-induced artifacts. Figure 2 is an example of the NEdN
structure estimated for the center FOV of the CrIS MWIR
spectral band. Figure 2a is the NEdNwithout vibration, while
Figure 2b plots the random and correlated NEdN for the
acceleration level of 5103 g0 applied to the frame. The in-
crease in total noise during the vibration test for all vibration
frequencies tested was mostly due to the spectrally correlated
component. The highest instrument vibration sensitivity was
observed at the frequencies near an interferometer mechanical
resonance of 158Hz. At other instrument sensitive frequencies
(120, 149, 185, 240, and 617Hz), the total estimated noise was
also slightly elevated by 10–15% but still remained lower than
the mission requirement level. As expected, the external vibra-
tion had the largest effect on the corner FOVs, a smaller effect
on side FOVs, and the smallest on the central FOV5 which is
consistent with the FOV off-axis angle. In the spectral domain,
the SWIR band exhibited higher sensitivity to the external
vibration as compared to other spectral bands. This observa-
tion confirms the results of NEdN modeling showing larger
contribution of interferometric noise in the SWIR spectral
band (see section 2.2).
3.3. TVAC NEdN Analysis
[37] For the JPSS program, TVAC tests were performed in
several stages (TVAC1–TVAC4) testing different parameters
of the CrIS instrument and its systems. This paper primarily
focuses on reporting on the CrIS testing results in final
TVAC3 and TVAC4 tests under the Mission Nominal (MN)
conditions. In addition to MN, the CrIS instrument has been
conservatively tested at Proto-Qual mission High (PQH), and
Proto-Qual mission Low temperatures. TheMN conditions best
represent the on-orbit environment, and the results presented
here represent expected on-orbit system performance.
[38] Figure 3 shows the NEdN results from TVAC3
(Figure 3a) and TVAC4 (Figure 3b), which were performed
under MN thermal conditions. Radiometric and noise perfor-
mance were measured with a high-performance blackbody tar-
get (ECT) adjustable in temperature range from 230K to
330K. As shown in Figure 3, the noise performance of the
CrIS instrument during the TVAC tests was excellent and
met mission requirements with an approximate 100% margin
in all three bands (except for one MWIR FOV7 detector
discussed later). PCA analysis showed that the total NEdN
was dominated by the random noise component, as illustrated
in Figure 4 for MWIR (Figures 4a and 4b) and SWIR FOV 7
(Figure 4c). The level and structure of the noise is consistent
with the intrinsic detector noise discussed in section 2.2.
[39] Several minor NEdN outages were observed during
different steps of TVAC testing. Most of these outages were
observed during PQH conditions when instrument tempera-
ture was maintained at 310K, which significantly exceeded
the nominal on-orbit operating temperature of ~280K.
Outages of ~5% in LWIR occurred in several spectral chan-
nels along the far longwave “tail” and near the 700 cm1 part
of the spectrum. PCA analysis showed that LWIR outages
were mostly due to the random component of the NEdN char-
acteristic for the intrinsic 1/f detector noise (see Figure 1).
These outages, occurring at the higher than normal operating
temperatures, were directly related to the optical transmission
of the ZnSe beamsplitter when background radiance emitted
by the instrument itself was highest.
[40] Small outages in MWIR and SWIR spectral band were
observed for several corner FOVs during TVAC4 test. This
additional noise was due to the correlated noise component.
An example of out of spec NEdN in SWIR during PQH test
is shown in Figure 4d and compared with nominal observa-
tions during MN TVAC3 (Figure 4c). As was evident from
the dynamic interaction testing, the SWIR spectral band is
most sensitive to the vibration-induced sampling jitter. The
root cause of these outages was identified as a tilt-induced
OPD sample jitter due to vibration originating from test facil-
ity cryocooler and vacuum pumps.
[41] The TVAC testing also showed that several of the
MWIR detectors, including FOV7, exhibited higher noise after
they were thermal cycled from cryogenic to ambient tempera-
ture through the test program. The change in the MWIR
NEdN level during consecutive TVAC tests occurred in
FOVs 2, 3, 7, and 8. This change in NEdN can be seen in
Figure 3 between TVAC3 and TVAC4 for MWIR FOV 2
and FOV7. These results show that FOV2 was out of spec dur-
ing TVAC3 but within spec during TVAC4, while the NEdN
of FOV7 has increased during TVAC4. In both cases, a random
noise component dominated the total NEdN, as shown in
Figures 4a and 4b.
[42] Continuous degradation of the MWIR NEdN (including
FOV7) was not observed during all TVAC tests: once the detec-
tor cool-down process was completed, the detector noise stabi-
lized. The root cause of this behavior was isolated to the
HgCdTe detector material that changes parameters with
warm-up/cool-down cycles. Migrating impurities in the IR
diode interfaces can create/change trap states during
Figure 3. NEdN data measured during (a) TVAC3 and (b) TVAC4 tests at MN conditions at
TECT = 287K.
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warm-up/cool-down cycles. Analysis of spacecraft TVAC test
results has shown that the CrIS instrument noise has since
remained stable and comparable to the last instrument level
TVAC4 test shown in Figure 3b.
4. In-Flight NEdN Performance
[43] During TVAC testing, the CrIS SDR team used a
287K external calibration (ECT) target to characterize instru-
ment noise performance. On orbit, the CrIS ICT and DS views
are used to characterize noise performance. Earth scene (ES)
radiances contain information mostly on the atmospheric
induced spectral correlation; therefore, it is practically
impossible to extract information about the correlated noise in-
duced by the instrument when viewing Earth scenes. Thus, for
total and random NEdN estimation ICT and DS spectra are
used, while random NEdN component is also estimated ana-
lyzing a set of ES data (2000–3000 spectra) through the
PCA tools. ICT radiances are corrected for temperature
drift using ICT temperature reading. The noise in the
imaginary part of the SDR spectra when viewing each of
the three targets is extremely sensitive to the various in-
strument mechanisms that can produce noise. Thus, a very
useful diagnostic tool exists when using the same PCA
technique outlined above when applied to the imaginary
ICT, DS, and ES spectra.
Figure 4. Random and correlated noise contributions to the total NEdN measured during (a, c) TVAC3
and (b, d) TVAC4 MN and PQH tests at TECT = 287K for MWIR FOV7 (in Figures 4a and 4b) and
SWIR FOV7 (in Figures 4c and 4d). Note that the blue line (total noise) overlays the green line (random
noise) in Figures 4a, 4b, and 4c.
Figure 5. NEdN estimated from (a) ICT, (b) DS, and (c) ES data acquired on 10 January 2013, Orbit 6245.
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4.1. Real Spectra NEdN
[44] Figure 5 shows the total NEdN estimated from ICT
(Figure 5a) and DS (Figure 5b) calibrated spectra along with
the random NEdN component estimated from the ES data
(Figure 5c). On-orbit instrument NEdN is practically the same
as during TVAC4 and the spacecraft TVAC ground tests.
NEdNs estimated from all three targets agree very well.
Small differences between ICT, DS, and ES NEdNs are due
to different target temperatures. The NEdN estimated from
the DS view is the lowest because at the deep space tempera-
ture of ~4K the instrument sees the lowest radiance fluxes
emitted by the instrument itself. The NEdN of MWIR FOV7
is slightly out of spec as was previously discovered during
TVAC4 and spacecraft TVAC ground tests. The NEdN of
all other FOVs are well within mission requirements in all
three spectral bands.
[45] PCA analysis has shown that practically no contribu-
tion of spectrally correlated noise is observed in either ICT-
or DS-derived NEdN in all spectral bands. An example of
negligible contribution of spectrally correlated noise to the
total NEdN estimated for all nine FOVs using SWIR ICT
spectra (most sensitive to the external vibration) is shown
in Figure 6. The same pattern is observed in the LWIR and
MWIR spectral bands for both ICT and DS views.
[46] The noise performance of the CrIS instrument has
remained stable throughout the on-orbit sensor operation, and
no anomalies have been observed. Figure 7 shows the NEdN
trend from 21 January 2012 to 31 August 2013 based on the
ICT derived NEdN. The results from 160 scan lines (40 gran-
ules) near the same tropical region were processed every 3–
6 days. The NEdN was averaged over all FOVs and over the
following spectral regions: LWIR band (650–750, 750–900,
and 750–1950 cm1), MWIR entire band (1210–1750 cm1),
and SWIR entire band (2155–2550 cm1). The LWIR spectral
region 650–700 cm1 was chosen to monitor beamsplitter
transmittance trend, while the LWIR 750–900 cm1 spectral
region was chosen as an indicator of possible ice contamina-
tion. The DS-derived NEdN trend shows the same consistency
and stability as the ICT NEdN.
[47] Only small seasonal, orbital, and spatial variations in
the NEdN are observed in orbit. The CrIS NEdN is
dominated by the instrument background radiation (see
Figure 1), which is very stable. By design, the CrIS optical
bench is thermally buffered from the rest of the CrIS structure
which results in an optical bench temperature change of
typically ±50mK over an entire orbit. This keeps the temper-
ature of the interferometer optics, telescope, and aft band sep-
aration optics which produce the dominant CrIS instrument
Figure 6. Random/correlated noise contribution to the total NEdN in SWIR spectral band estimated
for all nine FOVs from the ICT data acquired on 10 January 2013, Orbit 6245. Note that the blue line
(total noise) overlays the green line (random noise).
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Figure 8. Seasonal variation of average NEdN observed over the North Pole (90°N), equator (0°N), and
South Pole (90°S) regions. The NEdN is scaled up by a factor of ×2.7 in MWIR and by ×31.5 in LWIR
spectral bands. The ICT temperature trend at the same location is shown by the black line.
Figure 7. Trend of the average NEdN in selected spectral regions over 21 January 2012 to 31 August
2013 derived from the ICT NEdN acquired over the same tropical region 30°S–30°N and 160°E–150°W.
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background invariant over an entire orbit. In addition, band-
limiting filters are passively cooled and thermally stabilized.
It is also important to note that the CrIS instrument back-
ground radiation is approximately 4 times larger than the
photon flux from the warmest Earth scene viewed by CrIS
in all of its three infrared bands. Thus, it is expected that
CrIS NEdN will not change significantly for any type of
Earth scene viewed, for ICT views, or for the small thermal
variations of optical bench that occur over an orbit.
[48] In Figure 8 the seasonal trend in the NEdN is plotted at
a small scale to capture NEdN variations of the order of few
percent of the average. The NEdN data were acquired from
the official CrIS SDR product at nadir at different orbital
positions once a day and averaged over each spectral band
and over nine FOVs. To compare noise variations in all
three spectral bands, the MWIR and SWIR NEdN have been
scaled up to match the LWIR NEdN value. The ICT
temperature is acquired at the same locations and plotted on
the graphs.
[49] At low latitude (~ 65°North to 65°South) the NEdN
seasonal variations do not exceed 2–3% and in general corre-
late with the seasonal variations of the ICT temperature
following the variation in thermal environment (CrIS ICT
target is not temperature controlled and floats with the instru-
ment temperature). Slightly larger variations ~ 4–6% are
observed over the South Pole. NEdN over both North and
South Pole regions exhibit additional seasonal variations
during spring and fall. In Figure 9 the orbital and spatial
variations in LWIR FOV5 NEdN are shown for ascending
(daytime) and descending (nighttime) orbits on 10 July
2013. FOV5 was chosen to illustrate the very small variations
in the NEdN<10% and is typical of the small noise variations
in each FOV. The same general NEdN variation pattern is
observed in the MWIR and SWIR FOVs/detectors. The ICT
temperature variation is shown in the bottom graphs for orbit
# 08806 for both the ascending and descending parts of the
orbit. The apparent discontinuity in the ICT temperature in
Figure 9 (left) is caused from the first part of the graph being
from the end of the orbit and the last part being from the start.
[50] It is clearly seen that NEdN variations over the North
and South Poles do not follow the instrument temperature
(as occurs in the tropics) exhibiting slightly larger noise over
the South Pole region where the ICT temperature is the
lowest. The spacecraft transition over the North Pole always
occurs from the day part of the orbit to the night part, while
the transition over the South Pole is night to day. During
night/day transition over the South Pole the sunlight hits
the spacecraft about 8min earlier than night/day transition
on the Earth due to the NPP orbit altitude of 828 km. The
light/thermal shock induced by the sunlight interaction
during this transition could be the cause of this slight noise
increase. There are also some small spatial NEdN variations
during daytime (see Figure 9 over the Africa and Asia).
The effect of sunlight interaction with the CrIS instrument
and small spatial NEdN variations during daytime are not
clearly understood and are under investigation.
[51] Nevertheless, temporal, orbital, and spatial variations
in the NEdN are very small in all spectral bands, and FOVs
and do not exceed 10% of the NEdN nominal values. No
NEdN anomalies are observed over the South Atlantic
Anomaly region as illustrated in Figure 9 for both ascending
and descending orbits. This is true for all spectral bands and
all FOVs/detectors. Note that for almost 2 years of on-orbit
operations, there have been very few events where the CrIS
instrument impulse noise exceeds its threshold. The rela-
tively large area of PV HgCdTe detectors (1mm in diameter)
Figure 9. Orbital and spatial distribution of the LWIR FOV5 NEdN observed on 10 July 2013 for ascend-
ing (day) and descending orbits (night). NEdN is averaged over the whole spectral band and plotted in
standard radiance units (mW/m2 sr cm1) with a margin of ±10% from the nominal NEdN value. Bottom
graphs show the ICT temperature variation for a single orbit #08806 marked by the arrows (latitude 90
represents the North Pole, while 90 represents the South Pole).
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and radiation shielding provide reliable protection of the
detector array from the high-energy particle irradiation
[Kelly et al., 2003]. In addition, digital signal processing
onboard CrIS uses triple mode redundancy in processing of
all interferograms which makes the electronics robust to
single-event upsets due to the space radiation environment.
[52] Overall, the in-flight CrIS noise performance can be
summarized as follows:
[53] 1. NEdN level meets mission requirements in all
spectral channels with a large margin of typically 100%
(except MWIR FOV 7) and is consistent with ground tests.
[54] 2. The intrinsic detector noise randomly distributed in
spectral domain dominates total instrument NEdN. Negligible
contribution of correlated noise is observed.
[55] 3. No degradation of CrIS NEdN has been observed
since spacecraft TVAC ground testing and the NEdN has
remained extremely stable during on-orbit operations.
[56] 4. CrIS NEdN exhibits slight seasonal, orbital, and
spatial variations (on the level of 2–4% of the nominal value)
consistent with the change in the thermal instrument environ-
ment for most of the orbit. Slightly larger variations (4–6%)
are observed over the North and South Pole regions during
night-day transitions. All seasonal, orbital, and spatial varia-
tions are small, do not exceed 10%, and have negligible
impact on the quality of the CrIS SDR product.
[57] 5. CrIS has comparable or smaller noise levels than
AIRS and IASI heritage instruments as demonstrated in
Figure 10. Noise equivalent differential temperature
(NEdT) is shown for all three sensors at scene temperature
of 270K. NEdT was estimated from the operational Earth
scene data using PCA technique. CrIS NEdT was estimated
for standard and full spectral resolution of 0.625 cm1 in all
spectral bands using data acquired during on-orbit full-
resolution test.
[58] 6. As expected, CrIS full spectral resolution noise in
MWIR and SWIR bands is higher by ~ ×1.4 and ~ ×2, respec-
tively, as compared to the CrIS standard spectral resolution
(see Figure 10).
4.2. Imaginary Spectra Noise
[59] The excellent noise performance of CrIS SDR in the
real part of the spectra reflects the quality of the calibrated
real radiances that are typically used in the EDR algorithms
and assimilated to the NWP weather and climate prediction
models. The imaginary part of the SDR spectra which is nor-
mally discarded and not used to develop atmospheric profile
products has a unique diagnostic role for instrument opera-
tion. The imaginary SDR spectra noise can be used to detect
the presence of correlated noise and do so with a much higher
sensitivity than is possible using the real SDR spectra. Thus,
any signal distortions of the interferogram in the OPD
domain due to sampling, delay, tilt alignment, jitter, etc.
can be detected well before they become apparent in the real
SDR products. Analysis of the CrIS on-orbit data and
reanalysis of the TVAC data have shown that NEdN
estimated from the imaginary part of the calibrated spectra
is most sensitive to any external disturbances and artifacts,
including vibration. In this section preliminary results of
noise analysis for the imaginary spectra are presented and
compared with ground test data.
[60] Figure 11 shows the total NEdNs of the imaginary
spectra estimated as the standard deviation of each spectral
channel for ICT measurements (Figure 11a), DS measure-
ments (Figure 11b), and ES measurements (Figure 11c).
Typically, ES imaginary spectra have weak atmospherically
induced spectral correlation so that total ES noise induced
Figure 10. CrIS on-orbit nominal NEdT is compared with
AIRS (at CrIS spectral resolution) and IASI NEdT estimated
at IASI original and CrIS-like spectral resolution. The black
curve depicts CrIS spec requirements. NEdT was estimated
for scene temperature of 270K.
Figure 11. Total NEdN estimated from the imaginary part of (a) ICT, (b) DS, and (c) ES spectra acquired
on 10 January 2013, Orbit 6245.
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by the instrument itself can be estimated as the standard
deviation, as in the case of ICT and DS targets. The random
NEdN component estimated from the same data set using the
PCA technique is practically on the same level as the real
NEdN spectra shown in Figure 5. This means that the
lowest possible noise in the imaginary spectra is determined
by the intrinsic detector noise, while higher noise levels
in the imaginary spectra are totally due to the correlated
noise component.
[61] The validity of this conclusion is demonstrated in
Figure 12 where random/correlated noise contributions to
the total NEdN estimated from DS MWIR imaginary spectra
are shown for all nine FOVs/detectors. Similar patterns are
observed in MWIR and SWIR spectral bands.
Figure 12. Random/correlated noise contribution to the total imaginary NEdN in MWIR spectral band
estimated for all nine FOVs from DS data acquired on 10 January 2013, Orbit 6245.
Figure 13. (a) Total NEdN estimated from the imaginary part of DS spectra acquired during orbit
5266 on 11 November 2012 and (b) total NEdN estimated from the imaginary DS spectra acquired
during TVAC4 PQH test.
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[62] Figure 12 clearly shows that center FOV 5 exhibits a
very small contribution of the correlated noise, while the larg-
est correlated noise occurs in the corner FOVs (1, 3, 7, and 9).
This is a typical signature of the interferometer tilt-induced
OPD sample jitter noise when off-axis corner FOVs
experience larger jitter of the mirror alignment (tilt jitter).
Reanalysis of the TVAC data has shown that during all test
steps the imaginary part of the spectra exhibited significantly
higher noise than the same noise determined from the real part
of the spectra for all three targets, with the DS target exhibiting
a significantly higher imaginary noise level. In Figure 13, the
total imaginary noise estimated from the DS target on orbit
(Figure 13a) is compared with total imaginary DS noise esti-
mated during TVAC4 PQH test (Figure 13b). It is seen that
the level of total imaginary noise during TVAC testing was
significantly higher than that measured in orbit. PCA analysis
has shown that all elevated noise during the TVAC tests was
also due to the correlated noise component originating from
test facility vibration. The larger noise in the imaginary spectra
was observed for corner FOVs, while the center FOV5
exhibited the lowest noise, which was on the level of the
random detector noise (Figure 13b).
[63] In Figure 14 the average level of imaginary noise ob-
served on orbit for all three targets is compared with imaginary
NEdN observed during TVAC4. The NEdNs plotted on this
graph were averaged over each spectral band and over nine
FOVs/detectors. It should be noted that during TVAC tests a re-
sidual vibration from the test equipment was present, and this
vibration significantly exceeded in-flight vibration levels espe-
cially during the PQH TVAC4 test. This residual vibration only
slightly affected the real spectra NEdN (section 3.3), while its
effect on the imaginary noise was more pronounced.
[64] The results of the NEdN estimated from the imaginary
part of the calibrated complex spectra reported in this section
are preliminary, and detailed analysis is continuing. The fol-
lowing observations can be made about the preliminary data:
[65] 1. NEdN estimated from the imaginary spectra ex-
hibits elevated level for all three targets (ICT, DS, and ES)
due to the spectrally correlated noise component. Random
noise is on the same level as real spectra NEdN and is dom-
inated by the intrinsic detector noise.
[66] 2. On-orbit imaginary NEdN is significantly smaller
than NEdN observed during ground tests when a residual
vibration from the test equipment was present.
[67] 3. Imaginary NEdN is extremely sensitive to any in-
strument artifacts and external vibration as compared to the real
NEdN. Corner FOVs are more susceptible to the tilt-induced
OPD sample jitter. DS-derived imaginary NEdN has largest
vibration sensitivity, while ICT target exhibits the smallest
vibration susceptibility.
[68] 4. Elevated imaginary noise reflects small instabilities
of the phase of the complex calibrated spectra and has no
impact on the calibrated real SDR spectra and its NEdN.
5. Summary
[69] The CrIS on-orbit NEdN performance is outstanding
and meets all requirements for the NPP/JPSS mission. The
instrument on-orbit noise has been stable and consistent with
the last spacecraft ground test sequence and on-orbit opera-
tions from instrument activation on 21 January 2012. The
overall noise level is better than spec requirements in all
spectral bands and all FOVs (except MWIR FOV 7) and is
comparable or better than NEdN performance of AIRS and
IASI heritage instruments. The results of noise modeling
and analysis of ground and on-orbit data have shown that
the total CrIS NEdN is limited by the intrinsic detector noise
randomly distributed in the spectral domain.
[70] The CrIS interferometer and its dynamic optical align-
ment system design along with accurate sampling, filtering,
and calibration procedures implemented in the operational
SDR algorithm reduced alignment jitter and sampling arti-
facts to a minimum so that the contribution of the correlated
noise component to the total CrIS NEdN is negligible. The
resulting CrIS noise covariance matrix is purely diagonal,
which is specifically important for the CrIS SDR product
users dealing with atmospheric profile retrievals and SDR
data assimilation in meteorological and climatology predic-
tion models. It should be noted that excellent noise perfor-
mance of the instrument has been achieved even without
engaging vibration-isolation system designed to damp any
possible vibration coming from other instruments and space-
craft platform of the Suomi NPP mission.
[71] On-orbit and ground test data analysis showed that
noise determined from the imaginary part of the complex cal-
ibrated radiance spectra exhibits higher sensitivity to various
FTS instrument artifacts including vibration. To the best of
our knowledge, this is a first attempt to analyze noise esti-
mated from the imaginary radiance spectra. The imaginary
part of the spectra is useful for assessing the phase stability
of the FTS instrument and any additional errors in the inter-
ferogram domain due to OPD sampling, delays, optical align-
ment (tilt), jitter, etc. that may cause additional noise in the
imaginary part of the FTS spectra. Therefore, the imaginary
NEdN can be used to assess and monitor FTS instrument
health while on orbit. All three on-orbit views (ES, ICT,
and DS) exhibit slightly elevated imaginary NEdN on top
of the random noise determined by the intrinsic detector
noise. This elevated noise is correlated in the spectral do-
main, and as a rule, the corner FOVs exhibit a higher noise
level, which is characteristic for the vibration-induced optical
tilt jitter. Imaginary DS-derived NEdN appears to be
most sensitive to these instabilities as compared to the ES
and ICT targets. On-orbit imaginary NEdN is significantly
smaller than that observed during ground testing where resid-
ual vibration from the test equipment was present. However,
Figure 14. Total imaginary NEdN observed on orbit and
during TVAC4 MN and PQH tests. NEdN was averaged over
each spectral band and all FOVs. Random noise level esti-
mated from the on-orbit imaginary spectra is shown in green.
Average specification noise level is also shown (black lines).
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this slightly elevated imaginary noise level has no impact on the
real spectra-derived NEdN. The CrIS real calibrated radiances
have small, stable, and spectrally uncorrelated noise level.
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